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15784 NEWTON v. DIAMOND

[James Newton, “Choir” from Axum (ECM Recordings)]



[Beastie Boys, “Pass the Mic” from Check Your Head, Grand Royal]
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1 Music retrieval problems
2 Meaning
3 Contextual & perceptual analysis
4 Learning the meaning
5 “Semantic Basis Functions”



1 Music retrieval problems

a Christmas

b Semantic / Signal approaches

c Recommendation



Music Retrieval

◆ Field for organization classification of musical data
◆ Score level, audio level, contextual level
◆ Most popular: “genre ID,” playlist generation, segmentation



Christmas



Music Retrieval

Referential Absolutist
Genre ID
Style ID
Preference
Artist ID

Audio similarity
Structure extraction
Verse/chorus/bridge
Energy
Beat / tempo
Query by humming
Transcription
Key finding
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mented training data. In contrast, our technique uses the digital

audio to model itself for both segmentation and clustering. Tzane-

takis and Cook [6] discuss “audio thumbnailing” using a segmen-

tation based method in which short segments near segmentation

boundaries are concatenated. This is similar to “time-based com-

pression” of speech [7]. In contrast, we use complete segments for

summaries, and we do not alter playback speed. Previous work by

the authors has also used similarity matrices for excerpting, with-

out an explicit segmentation step [8]. The present method results

in a structural characterization, and is far more likely to start or

end the summary excerpts on actual segment boundaries. We have

also presented an earlier version of this approach, however with

less complete validation [4].

2.2. Media Segmentation, Clustering, & Similarity Analysis

Our clustering approach is inspired by methods developed for seg-

menting still images [9]. Using color, texture, or spatial sim-

ilarity measures, a similarity matrix is computed between pixel

pairs. This similarity matrix is then factorized into eigenvectors

and eigenvalues. Ideally, the foreground and background pixels ex-

hibit within-class similarity and between-class dissimilarity. Thus

thresholding the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigen-

value can classify the pixels into foreground and background. In

contrast, we employ a related technique to cluster time-ordered

data. Gong and Liu have presented an SVD based method for

video summarization [10], by factorizing a rectangular time-feature

matrix, rather than a square similarity matrix. Cutler and Davis use

affinity matrices to analyze periodic motion using a correlation-

based method [11].

3. SIMILARITY ANALYSIS

3.1. Constructing the similarity matrix

Similarity analysis is a non-parametric technique for studying the

global structure of time-ordered streams. First, we calculate 80-bin

spectrograms from the short time Fourier transform (STFT) of 0.05

second non-overlapping frames in the source audio. Each frame is

Hamming-windowed, and the logarithm of the magnitude of the

FFT is binned into an 80-dimensional vector. We have also ex-

perimented with MFCCs and subspace representations computed

using principal components analysis of spectral data. Here, the

parameterization is optimized for analysis, rather than for com-

pression, transmission, or reconstruction. The sole requirement is

that similar source audio samples produce similar features.

The similarity between all pairwise combinations of spectral

vectors is quantitatively measured. Represent the B-dimensional
spectral data computed forN windows of a digital audio file by the

vectors {vi : i = 1, · · · , N} ⊂ IRB . Using the cosine similarity

measure, we embed the resulting similarity data in a square matrix,

S as illustrated in Figure 1. The elements of S are

S(i, j) = dcos(vi, vj) =
< vi, vj >
|vi||vj | . (1)

The time axis runs on the horizontal (left to right) and vertical

(top to bottom) axes of S and along its main diagonal, where (self)
similarity is maximal. The top panel of Figure 2 shows a similarity

matrix computed from the song “The Magical Mystery Tour” by

The Beatles using the cosine distance measure and low frequency

spectrograms. Pixels are colored brighter with increasing simi-

larity, so that segments of similar audio samples appear as bright
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Figure 2: Top: The similarity matrix computed from the song

“The Magical Mystery Tour ” by The Beatles. Bottom: the time-

indexed novelty score produced by correlating the checkerboard

kernel along the main diagonal of the similarity matrix.

squares along the main diagonal. Brighter rectangular regions off

the main diagonal indicate similarity between segments.

3.2. Audio Segmentation

The structure of S can be analyzed to find segment boundaries

[12]. Generally, the boundary between two coherent audio seg-

ments produces a checkerboard pattern. The two segments will

exhibit high within-segment (self) similarity, producing adjacent

square regions of high similarity along the main diagonal of S.
The two segments will also produce rectangular regions of low

between-segment (cross) similarity off the main diagonal. The

boundary is the crux of this checkerboard pattern.

To identify these patterns in S, we take a matched-filter ap-
proach. A Gaussian-tapered “checkerboard” kernel is correlated

along the main diagonal of the similarity matrix. Because peaks

in the correlation indicate locally novel audio, we refer to the cor-

relation as a novelty score. Figure 2 shows the similarity matrix

computed for “The Magical Mystery Tour” and the correspond-

ing novelty score. Large peaks are detected in the time-indexed

correlation and labeled as segment boundaries. For segmentation,

we need only calculate a diagonal strip of the similarity matrix

with the width of the checkerboard kernel. Throughout, we use a

256× 256 kernel.
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Fig. III   Genre Classification Hierarchy

Table 1.   Classification accuracy percentage results

MusicSpeech Genres Voices Classical

Random 50 16     33 25

Gaussian 86 62 74 76

Table 1. summarizes the classification results as pecentages of

classification accuracy. In all cases the results are significantly

better than random classification. These classification results are

calculated using a 10-fold evaluation strategy where the

evaluation data set is randomly partitioned so that 10% is used for

testing and 90% for training. The process is iterated with different

random partitions  and the results are averaged (in the evaluation

of Table.1 one hundred iterations where used).

Table 2. shows more detailed information about the genre

classifier performance in the form of a confusion matrix. The

columns correspond to the actual genre and the rows to the

predicted genre. For example the cell of row 2, column 1 with

value 0.01 means that 1 percent of the Classical music (column 1)

was wrongly classified as Country music (row 2). The percentages

of correct classifications lie in the diagonal of the confusion

matrix. The best predicted genres are classical and hiphop while

the worst predicted are jazz and rock. This is due to the fact that

the jazz and rock are very broad categories and their boundaries

are more fuzzy than classical or hiphop.

Table 3. shows more detailed information about the classical

music classifier performance in the form of a confusion matrix..

classic country Disco Hiphop jazz Rock

classic 86 2 0 4 18 1

country 1 57 5 1 12 13

disco 0 6 55 4 0 5

Hiphop 0 15 28 90 4 18

Jazz 7 1 0 0 .37 12

Rock 6 19 11 0 27 48

Table 2.   Genre classification confusion matrix

choral orchestral Piano string 4tet

choral 99 10 16 12

orchestral 0 53 2 5

piano 1 20 75 3

string 4tet 0 17 7 80

Table 2.   Classical music classification confusion matrix

Fig. IV Relative feature set importance

Figure IV shows the relative importance of the “musical surface”

and “rhythm” feature sets for the automatic genre classification.

As expected both feature sets perform better than random and

their combination improves the classification accuracy. The genre

labeling was based on the artist or the compact disk that contained

the excerpt. In some cases this resulted in outliers that are one of

the sources of prediction error. For example the Rock collection

contains songs by Sting that are more close to Jazz than Rock

even for a human listener. Similarly the Jazz collection contains

songs with string accompaniment and no rhythm section that

sound like Classical music. It is likely that replacing these outliers

with more characteristic pieces would improve the genre

classification results.
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2 Meaning

a Musical meaning

b Grounding

c Our approach
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a system for connecting sounds and words

in linked multi-dimensional vector spaces. The acoustic space is
represented using anchor models and partitioned using agglomer-

ative clustering. The semantic space is modeled by a hierarchical

multinomial clustering model. Nodes in one space are linked by
probabilistic models to the other space. With these linked models,

users retrieve sounds with natural language, and the system

describes new sounds with words.

1. THE PROBLEM

This paper describes a method of connecting sounds to words,

and words to sounds. Given a description of a sound, the system

finds the audio signals that best fit the words. Thus, a user might
make a request with the description “the sound of a galloping

horse,” and the system would respond by presenting recordings

of a horse running on different surfaces, and possibly of musical
pieces that sound like a horse galloping. Conversely, given a

sound recording, the system describes the sound or the environ-

ment in which the recording was made. Thus, given a recording
made outdoors, the system says confidently that the recording

was made at a horse farm where several dogs reside. 

We build a system that has these functions, called SAR

(semantic–audio retrieval), by learning the connection between a

semantic space and an auditory space. Semantic space maps

words into a high-dimensional probabilistic space. Acoustic

space describes sounds by a multidimensional vector. In general,

the connection between these two spaces will be many to many.

Horse sounds, for example, might include footsteps and neighs.   
Figure 1 shows one half of SAR; how to retrieve sounds from

words. Annotations that describe sounds are clustered within a

hierarchical semantic model that uses multinomial models. The
sound files, or acoustic documents, that correspond to each node

in the semantic hierarchy are modeled with Gaussian mixture

models (GMMs). Given a semantic request, SAR identifies the
portion of the semantic space that best fits the request, and then

measures the likelihood that each sound in the database fits the

GMM linked to this portion of the semantic space. The most

likely sounds are returned to satisfy the user’s semantic request.
Figure 2 shows the second half of SAR; how to generate

words to describe a sound. SAR analyzes the collection of sounds

and builds models for arbitrary sounds called anchors. All sounds
in the database are described by how well they are modeled by

these anchor sounds. This approach gives us a multidimensional

representation of any sound, and a distance metric that permits
agglomerative clustering in the acoustic space. Given an acoustic

request, SAR identifies the portion of the acoustic space that best

fits the request. Each portion of the acoustic space has an associ-
ated multinomial word model, and from this model SAR gener-

ates words to describe the query sound.

The SAR algorithm is illustrated with a closed set of acoustic
and semantic documents about animals. Six CDs (#12, 30, 34, 35,

37, 38) from the BBC Sound Effects Library contained 215 sepa-

rate tracks, with 330 minutes of audio recordings of animal
sounds. In addition, the concatenated name of the CD (e.g.,

“Horses I”) and track description (e.g., “One horse eating hay and

moving around”) form a unique semantic label for each track.
The audio from the CD track and the liner notes form a pair of

acoustic and semantic documents used to train the SAR system.

2. THE EXISTING SYSTEMS 

There are many multimedia retrieval systems that use a combina-
tion of words and/or examples to retrieve audio (and video) for

users. 

An effective way to find an image of the space shuttle is to
enter the words “space shuttle jpg” into a text-based web search

engine. The original Google system did not know about images,

but, fortunately, many people created web pages with the phrase
“space shuttle” that contained a JPEG image of the shuttle. More

recently, both Google and AltaVista for images, and Compuson-

ics for audio, have built systems that automate these searches.
They allow people to look for images and sound based on nearby

words. The SAR work expands those search techniques by con-

sidering the acoustic and semantic similarity of sounds to allow

Semantic Space Acoustic Space

Step

Whinny

Figure 1: SAR models all of semantic space with a hierarchical

collection of multinomial models, each portion in the semantic
model is linked to equivalent sound documents in acoustic space

with a GMM.

Semantic Space Acoustic Space

Horse
Trot

Figure 2: SAR describes with words an audio query by partition-

ing the audio space with a set of hierarchical acoustic models and

then linking each set of audio files (or documents) to a probabil-
ity model in semantic space.
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3 Contextual & perceptual analysis

a “Community Metadata”
b Usage mining
c Community identification
d Perceptual analysis
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Webtext

[Whitman, Lawrence 2002]
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Evaluation
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[Berenzweig, Logan, Ellis, Whitman 2003]

[Ellis, Whitman, Berenzweig, Lawrence 2002]
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Figure 3-7: Mel scale: mels vs. frequency in Hz.
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Figure 3-8: Penny V1, 2 and 3 for the first 60 seconds of “Shipbuilding.”

To compute modulation cepstra we start with MFCCs at a cepstral frame rate (often
between 5 Hz and 100 Hz), returning a vector of 13 bins per audio frame. We then stack
successive time samples for each MFCC bin into 64 point vectors and take a second
Fourier transform on these per-dimension temporal energy envelopes. We aggregate
these results into 6 octave wide bins to create a modulation spectrum showing the
dominant scales of energy variation for each cepstral component over a range of 1.5 Hz
to 50 Hz (if the cepstral frame rate was 100 Hz.) The result is six matrices (one for
each modulation spectrum octave) each containing 13 bins of cepstral information.
The first matrix gives information about slow variations in the cepstral magnitudes,
indicating things like song structure or large changes in the piece, and each subsequent
matrix concentrates on higher frequencies of modulation for each cepstral coefficient.
An example set of six matrices from the Penny analysis can be seen in Figure 3-9.
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Audio representation

Frames (l)

Dimensions (d)

◆ Audio features: not too specific
◆ High expressitivity at a low rate
◆ No assumptions other than biological
◆ “The sound of the sound”
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Figure 3-10: Evaluation of five features in a 1-in-20 artist ID task.

is still a valuable feature for us: low data rate and time representation. Because of the
overlap in the fourier analysis of the cepstral frames, the Penny data rate is a fraction of
the cepstral rate. In usual implementation (Penny with a cepstral frame rate of 5 Hz,
300 MFCC frames per minute) we end up with 45 Penny frames per minute of audio.
Even if MFCCs outperform at equal cepstral analysis rates, Penny needs far less actual
data to make its classifications. This becomes more important in a meaning recognition
context where each artist or song is represented by only 10 or 100 frames of information
due to the amount of data. The time-awareness of Penny is also important to us as we
wish to capture meaningful reactions such as ‘fast’ or ‘driving,’ which would not appear
in non-periodic analyses (at low frequencies) such as the MFCC analysis.

3.4 Conclusions

Throughout the meaning recognition component, we stick with Penny or modulation
cepstra as it’s an easily graspable concept with a simple implementation, high informa-
tion content and musical applicability. We consider our design goals met: a musically
informative feature that makes no assumptions and packs as much as it can into the
dimensions.

3.4 Conclusions 43



4 Learning the meaning

a SVM / Regularized least-squares classification

b A note on computation

c Evaluations



SVM / Kernel methods

5.2.1 Representer Theorem

Figure 5-1: The optimally separating hyperplane of two classes, where the data is
linearly separable.

The usefulness of the SVM lies in the representer theorem, where a high dimensional
feature space x can be represented fully by a generalized dot product (in a Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space [7]) between xi and xj using a kernel function K(xi,xj). For
example, the binary classification problem shown in figure 5-1 could be classified with
a single linear hyperplane learned by an SVM. However, non-linearly separable data
as in Figure 5-2 need to consider a new topology, and we can substitute in a gaussian
kernel function that represents data as

Kf (x1, x2) = e−
(|x1−x2|)2

σ2 (5.7)

where σ is a tunable parameter. Kernel functions can be viewed as a ‘distance function’
that compares all the high-dimensionality points in your input feature space and rep-
resents all your data as some distance between points. There is a bit of engineering in
choosing the best kernel function, as the function should reflect structure in your data,
and later we discuss an alternate kernel for music analysis. For now it should be noted
that kernel matrices (the "×" matrix K that contains all the kernel evaluations) should
be symmetric positive semi-definite; that is, all the eigenvalues of K are non-negative.

If we substitute f(x) with the new f∗(x)

f∗(x) =
!∑

i=1

ciK(x,xi) (5.8)

we end up with the ‘primal’ SVM problem, a constrained quadratic programming
problem:
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RLSC

◆ Substitute square loss for hinge loss in the SVM problem
◆ Easily graspable linear algebra formation - solution is linear 
◆ “An SVM where experimenter defines support vectors”
◆ New classes can be added after training and each is a simple 
matrix multiplication!

Training an RLSC system consists of solving the sys-

tem of linear equations

(K +
I

C
)c = y, (2)

whereK is the kernel matrix, c is a classifier ‘machine,’ y
is the truth value, and C is a user-supplied regularization

constant which we keep at 10. 1 The crucial property of

RLSC for this task is that if we store the inverse matrix

(K + I
C )−1, then for a new right-hand side y (i.e. a new

set of truth term values we are trying to predict), we can

compute the new classifier c via a simple matrix multipli-
cation. Thus, RLSC is very well-suited to problems of this

scale with a fixed set of training observations and a large

number of target classes, some of which might be defined

after the initial analysis of the training points.

To compute a set of term classifiers for audio observa-

tions (i.e. given an audio frame, which terms are associ-

ated and with what magnitude?) we form a kernel-space

gram matrix from our Penny features, add the regulariza-

tion constant, and invert. We then multiply the resultant

matrix by a set of ‘term truth vectors’ derived from the

training data. These are vectors with one value for each

of the examples in the training kernel matrix, representing

the salience (from the TF-IDF computation) of that term

to that audio frame. 2 This multiplication creates a ‘ma-

chine’ c which can then be applied to the test examples
for evaluation.

7. EXPERIMENTS

We conducted a set of experiments, first testing our feature

extraction and learning algorithms’ capability to general-

ize a review for a new piece of music, then using the pre-

cision of each term model to cull non-musical (unground-

able) phrases and sentences from reviews, and lastly try-

ing to learn the relationship between audio and review rat-

ing. Each task runs up against the problem of ground

truth: our models are trained to predict very subjective

information described only through our own data. We

discuss each experiment below with directions into future

work.

7.1. Learning Results

To generate reviews automatically from audio we must

first learn a model of the audio-to-term relations. We ex-

tract textual features from reviews for noun phrase and

adjective types as above and then compute the Penny fea-

ture space on our set of 600 albums, choosing four songs

at random from each. (We start with MP3 audio and con-

vert to mono and downsample to 11 kHz.) We use the

1 We arrived at 0.5 for σ and 10 for C after experimenting with the

Penny features’ performance on an artist identification task, a similar

music-IR problem with better ground truth.
2 We treat all audio frames derived from an album the same in this

manner. If a review claims that “The third track is slow and plodding”

this causes every frame of audio derived from that album to be consid-

ered slow and plodding.

lowest two modulation frequency bins of the Penny fea-

ture across all cepstra for a feature dimension of 26. We

use a 10 Hz feature framerate that is then downsampled to

1 Hz. We split the albums into testing and training, with

half of the albums in each. Using the RLSC method de-

scribed above we compute the gram matrix on the training

data and then invert, creating a new c for each term in our
review corpus.

7.2. Evaluation of Predicted Terms

To evaluate the models on new albums we compute the

testing gram matrix and check each learned c against each
audio frame in the test set.

We used two separate evaluation techniques to show

the strength of our term predictions. One metric is to mea-

sure classifier performance with the recall product P (a):
if P (ap) is the overall positive accuracy (i.e. given an
audio frame, the probability that a positive association

to a term is predicted) and P (an) indicates overall nega-
tive accuracy, P (a) is defined as P (ap)P (an). This mea-
sure gives us a tangible feeling for how our term mod-

els are working against the held out test set and is use-

ful for grounded term prediction and the review trimming

experiment below. However, to rigorously evaluate our

term model’s performance in a review generation task, we

note that this value has an undesirable dependence on the

prior probability of each label and rewards term classi-

fiers with a very high natural df , often by chance. Instead,
for this task we use a model of relative entropy, using the

Kullback-Leibler (K-L) distance to a random-guess prob-

ability distribution.

We use the K-L distance in a two-class problem de-

scribed by the four trial counts in a confusion matrix:

“funky” “not funky”

funky a b
not funky c d

a indicates the number of frames in which a term classi-

fier positively agrees with the truth value (both classifier

and truth say a frame is ‘funky,’ for example). b indicates
the number of frames in which the term classifier indi-

cates a negative term association but the truth value indi-

cates a positive association (the classifier says a frame is

not ‘funky,’ but truth says it is). The value c is the amount
of frames the term classifier predicts a positive association

but the truth is negative, and the value of d is the amount of
frames the term classifier and truth agree to be a negative

association. We wish to maximize a and d as correct clas-
sifications; by contrast, random guessing by the classifier

would give the same ratio of classifier labels regardless of

ground truth i.e. a/b ≈ c/d. WithN = a + b + c + d, the
K-L distance between the observed distribution and such

5.1 Regularized Least-Squares Classification

Regularized Least-Squares Classification (Rifkin, 2002)

allows us to solve ‘severe multi-class’ problems where

there are a great number of target classes and a fixed set

of source observations. It is related to the Support Vector

Machine (Vapnik, 1998) in that they are both instances

of Tikhonov regularization (Evgeniou et al., 2000), but

whereas training a Support Vector Machine requires the

solution of a constrained quadratic programming prob-

lem, training RLSC only requires solving a single system

of linear equations. Recent work (Fung and Mangasar-

ian, 2001), (Rifkin, 2002) has shown that the accuracy of

RLSC is essentially identical to that of SVMs.

We arrange our observations in a Gram matrix K,
where Kij ≡ Kf (xi, xj) using the kernel function Kf .

Kf (x1, x2) is a generalized dot product (in a Reproduc-
ing Kernel Hilbert Space (Aronszajn, 1950)) between xi

and xj. We use the Gaussian kernel

Kf (x1, x2) = e−
(|x1−x2|)2

σ2 (1)

where σ is a parameter we keep at 0.5.
Then, training an RLSC system consists of solving the

system of linear equations

(K +
I

C
)c = y, (2)

where C is a user-supplied regularization constant. The

resulting real-valued classification function f is

f(x) =
!∑

i=1

ciK(x, xi). (3)

The crucial property of RLSC is that if we store the in-

verse matrix (K+ I
C )−1, then for a new right-hand side y,

we can compute the new c via a simple matrix multipli-
cation. This allows us to compute new classifiers (after

arranging the data and storing it in memory) on the fly

with simple matrix multiplications.

5.2 Evaluation for a “Query-by-Description” Task

To evaluate our connection-finding system, we compute

the weighted precision P (at) of predicting the label t for
audio derived features of artist a. We train a new ct for

each term t against the training set. ft(x) for the test set
is computed over each audio-derived observation frame

x and term t. If the sign of ft(x) is the same as our
supposed ‘ground truth’ for that {artist, t}, (i.e. did the
audio frame for an artist correctly resolve to a known de-

scriptive term?) we consider the prediction successful.

Due to the bias problem mentioned earlier, the evaluation

is then computed on the test set by computing a ‘weighted

precision’: where P (ap) indicates overall positive accu-
racy (given an audio-derived observation, the probabil-

ity that a positive association to a term is predicted) and
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Figure 3: Overview of our parameter grounding method.

Semantically attached terms are discovered by finding

strong connections to perception. We then ask a ‘pro-

fessional’ in the form of a lexical knowledge base about

antonymial relations. We use those relations to infer gra-

dations in perception.

P (an) indicates overall negative accuracy, P (a) is de-
fined as P (ap)P (an), which should remain significant
even in the face of extreme negative output class bias.

Now we sort the list of P (at) and set an arbitrary
threshold ε. In our implementation, we use ε = 0.1. Any
P (at) greater than ε is considered ‘grounded.’ In this
manner we can use training accuracy to throw away badly

scoring classes and then figure out which were incorrect

or unimportant.

6 Linguistic Experts for Parameter

Discovery

Given a set of ‘grounded’ single terms, we now discuss

our method for uncovering parameter spaces among those

terms and learning the knobs to vary their gradation. Our

model states that certain knowledge is not inferred from

sensory input or intrinsic knowledge but rather by query-

ing a ‘linguistic expert.’ If we hear ‘loud’ audio and we

hear ‘quiet’ audio, we would need to know that those

terms are antonymially related before inferring the gra-

dation space between them.

6.1 WordNet

WordNet (Miller, 1990) is a lexical database hand-

developed by lexicographers. Its main organization is

the ‘synset’, a group of synonymous words that may re-

place each other in some linguistic context. The mean-

ing of a synset is captured by its lexical relations, such

as hyponymy, meronymy, or antonymy, to other synsets.

WordNet has a large community of users and various

APIs for accessing the information automatically. Ad-

jectives in WordNet are organized in two polar clusters of

synsets, which each focal synset (the head adjective) link-

ing to some antonym adjective. The intended belief is that
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terms are antonymially related before inferring the gra-

dation space between them.

6.1 WordNet

WordNet (Miller, 1990) is a lexical database hand-

developed by lexicographers. Its main organization is

the ‘synset’, a group of synonymous words that may re-

place each other in some linguistic context. The mean-

ing of a synset is captured by its lexical relations, such

as hyponymy, meronymy, or antonymy, to other synsets.

WordNet has a large community of users and various

APIs for accessing the information automatically. Ad-

jectives in WordNet are organized in two polar clusters of

synsets, which each focal synset (the head adjective) link-

ing to some antonym adjective. The intended belief is that

5.1 Regularized Least-Squares Classification

Regularized Least-Squares Classification (Rifkin, 2002)

allows us to solve ‘severe multi-class’ problems where

there are a great number of target classes and a fixed set

of source observations. It is related to the Support Vector

Machine (Vapnik, 1998) in that they are both instances

of Tikhonov regularization (Evgeniou et al., 2000), but

whereas training a Support Vector Machine requires the

solution of a constrained quadratic programming prob-

lem, training RLSC only requires solving a single system

of linear equations. Recent work (Fung and Mangasar-

ian, 2001), (Rifkin, 2002) has shown that the accuracy of

RLSC is essentially identical to that of SVMs.

We arrange our observations in a Gram matrix K,
where Kij ≡ Kf (xi, xj) using the kernel function Kf .

Kf (x1, x2) is a generalized dot product (in a Reproduc-
ing Kernel Hilbert Space (Aronszajn, 1950)) between xi

and xj. We use the Gaussian kernel

Kf (x1, x2) = e−
(|x1−x2|)2

σ2 (1)

where σ is a parameter we keep at 0.5.
Then, training an RLSC system consists of solving the

system of linear equations

(K +
I

C
)c = y, (2)

where C is a user-supplied regularization constant. The

resulting real-valued classification function f is

f(x) =
!∑

i=1

ciK(x, xi). (3)

The crucial property of RLSC is that if we store the in-

verse matrix (K+ I
C )−1, then for a new right-hand side y,

we can compute the new c via a simple matrix multipli-
cation. This allows us to compute new classifiers (after

arranging the data and storing it in memory) on the fly

with simple matrix multiplications.

5.2 Evaluation for a “Query-by-Description” Task

To evaluate our connection-finding system, we compute

the weighted precision P (at) of predicting the label t for
audio derived features of artist a. We train a new ct for

each term t against the training set. ft(x) for the test set
is computed over each audio-derived observation frame

x and term t. If the sign of ft(x) is the same as our
supposed ‘ground truth’ for that {artist, t}, (i.e. did the
audio frame for an artist correctly resolve to a known de-

scriptive term?) we consider the prediction successful.

Due to the bias problem mentioned earlier, the evaluation

is then computed on the test set by computing a ‘weighted

precision’: where P (ap) indicates overall positive accu-
racy (given an audio-derived observation, the probabil-

ity that a positive association to a term is predicted) and
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Figure 3: Overview of our parameter grounding method.

Semantically attached terms are discovered by finding

strong connections to perception. We then ask a ‘pro-

fessional’ in the form of a lexical knowledge base about

antonymial relations. We use those relations to infer gra-

dations in perception.

P (an) indicates overall negative accuracy, P (a) is de-
fined as P (ap)P (an), which should remain significant
even in the face of extreme negative output class bias.

Now we sort the list of P (at) and set an arbitrary
threshold ε. In our implementation, we use ε = 0.1. Any
P (at) greater than ε is considered ‘grounded.’ In this
manner we can use training accuracy to throw away badly

scoring classes and then figure out which were incorrect

or unimportant.
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Figure 3. The “Penny” cepstral features for generalized

semantic analysis of audio. Six levels of structure are de-

coded for this song (“A Journey to Reedham” by Square-

pusher), corresponding to different ranges of modulation

frequencies.

of many heuristically musical feature encodings is their

reliance on the observation being “cleanly musical” – for

example, a pitch and beat based feature encoding does not

generalize well to non-tonal music or freeform pieces. We

would also like our learning algorithm to be able to handle

generalized sound.

Our previous work [3] uses a very low-level feature

of audio, the power spectral density (PSD) at 512 points.

Roughly, a PSD is the mean of STFT bins over some pe-

riod of time (we used 4 seconds in our work). While our

results were encouraging, we ran up against problems of

scale in trying to increase our generalization power. As

well, we were not capturing time-dependent information

such as “faster” or “driving.” We also attempted to use

the MPEG-7 time-aware state path representation of audio

proposed in [23] which gave us perceptibly more “musi-

cal” results but still did not allow for varying levels of

musical structure.

Our new feature space, nicknamed “Penny” is based

on the well known Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients

(MFCCs) from speech recognition. We take MFCCs at

a 100 Hz sample rate, returning a vector of 13 bins per

audio frame. We then stack successive time samples for

each MFCC bin into 64 point vectors and take a second

Fourier transform on these per-dimension temporal en-

ergy envelopes. We aggregate these results into 6 octave

wide bins to create a “modulation spectrum” showing the

dominant scales of energy variation for each cepstral com-

ponent over a range of 1.5 Hz to 50 Hz. The result is

six matrices (one for each modulation spectrum octave)

each containing 13 bins of cepstral information, sampled

at, for instance, 10 Hz (to give roughly 70% overlap be-

tween successive modulation spectral frames). The first

matrix gives information about slow variations in the cep-

stral magnitudes, indicating things like song structure or

large changes in the piece, and each subsequent matrix

concentrates on higher frequencies of modulation for each

cepstral coefficient. An example set of six matrices from

the Penny analysis can be seen in Figure 3.

6. LEARNING THE LANGUAGE

In this section we discuss the machinery to learn the rela-

tion between the audio features and review text. The ap-

proach we use is related to our previous work, where we

pose the problem as a multi-class classification problem.

In training, each audio feature is associated with some

salience weight of each of the 5,000 possible terms that

our review crawler discovered. Many of these classes are

unimportant (as in the case of terms such as ‘talented’ or

‘cool’– meaningless to the audio domain). We next show

our attempt at solving these sorts of problems using a clas-

sifier technique based on support vector machines [24].

6.1. Regularized Least-Squares Classification

Regularized Least-Squares Classification [25] requires solv-

ing a single system of linear equations after embedding the

data in a kernel space. Recent work [26, 25] has shown

that the accuracy of RLSC is essentially identical to that

of the closely related support vector machine, but at a

fraction of the computational cost. We arrange our au-

dio observations in a kernel-space gram matrix K, where
Kij ≡ Kf (xi, xj), a generalized dot product between xi

and xj . Thus, if the generalized dot product is considered

a similarity function, the grammatrix compares each point

against every other in the example space. We usually use

the Gaussian kernel,

Kf (x1, x2) = e−
(|x1−x2|)2

σ2 (1)

where |x − y| is the conventional Euclidean distance be-
tween two points, and σ is a parameter we keep at 0.5.

f(x) =
!∑

i=1

ciK(x, xi)

f(x) ∼ P (termi|audiox)
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unimportant (as in the case of terms such as ‘talented’ or
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our attempt at solving these sorts of problems using a clas-

sifier technique based on support vector machines [24].

6.1. Regularized Least-Squares Classification

Regularized Least-Squares Classification [25] requires solv-

ing a single system of linear equations after embedding the

data in a kernel space. Recent work [26, 25] has shown

that the accuracy of RLSC is essentially identical to that

of the closely related support vector machine, but at a

fraction of the computational cost. We arrange our au-

dio observations in a kernel-space gram matrix K, where
Kij ≡ Kf (xi, xj), a generalized dot product between xi

and xj . Thus, if the generalized dot product is considered

a similarity function, the grammatrix compares each point

against every other in the example space. We usually use

the Gaussian kernel,

Kf (x1, x2) = e−
(|x1−x2|)2

σ2 (1)

where |x − y| is the conventional Euclidean distance be-
tween two points, and σ is a parameter we keep at 0.5.

5.1 Regularized Least-Squares Classification

Regularized Least-Squares Classification (Rifkin, 2002)

allows us to solve ‘severe multi-class’ problems where

there are a great number of target classes and a fixed set

of source observations. It is related to the Support Vector

Machine (Vapnik, 1998) in that they are both instances

of Tikhonov regularization (Evgeniou et al., 2000), but

whereas training a Support Vector Machine requires the

solution of a constrained quadratic programming prob-

lem, training RLSC only requires solving a single system

of linear equations. Recent work (Fung and Mangasar-

ian, 2001), (Rifkin, 2002) has shown that the accuracy of

RLSC is essentially identical to that of SVMs.

We arrange our observations in a Gram matrix K,
where Kij ≡ Kf (xi, xj) using the kernel function Kf .

Kf (x1, x2) is a generalized dot product (in a Reproduc-
ing Kernel Hilbert Space (Aronszajn, 1950)) between xi

and xj. We use the Gaussian kernel

Kf (x1, x2) = e−
(|x1−x2|)2

σ2 (1)

where σ is a parameter we keep at 0.5.
Then, training an RLSC system consists of solving the

system of linear equations

(K +
I

C
)c = y, (2)

where C is a user-supplied regularization constant. The

resulting real-valued classification function f is

f(x) =
!∑

i=1

ciK(x, xi). (3)

The crucial property of RLSC is that if we store the in-

verse matrix (K+ I
C )−1, then for a new right-hand side y,

we can compute the new c via a simple matrix multipli-
cation. This allows us to compute new classifiers (after

arranging the data and storing it in memory) on the fly

with simple matrix multiplications.

5.2 Evaluation for a “Query-by-Description” Task

To evaluate our connection-finding system, we compute

the weighted precision P (at) of predicting the label t for
audio derived features of artist a. We train a new ct for

each term t against the training set. ft(x) for the test set
is computed over each audio-derived observation frame

x and term t. If the sign of ft(x) is the same as our
supposed ‘ground truth’ for that {artist, t}, (i.e. did the
audio frame for an artist correctly resolve to a known de-

scriptive term?) we consider the prediction successful.

Due to the bias problem mentioned earlier, the evaluation

is then computed on the test set by computing a ‘weighted

precision’: where P (ap) indicates overall positive accu-
racy (given an audio-derived observation, the probabil-

ity that a positive association to a term is predicted) and
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Semantically attached terms are discovered by finding

strong connections to perception. We then ask a ‘pro-

fessional’ in the form of a lexical knowledge base about

antonymial relations. We use those relations to infer gra-

dations in perception.

P (an) indicates overall negative accuracy, P (a) is de-
fined as P (ap)P (an), which should remain significant
even in the face of extreme negative output class bias.

Now we sort the list of P (at) and set an arbitrary
threshold ε. In our implementation, we use ε = 0.1. Any
P (at) greater than ε is considered ‘grounded.’ In this
manner we can use training accuracy to throw away badly

scoring classes and then figure out which were incorrect

or unimportant.
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APIs for accessing the information automatically. Ad-
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jectives in WordNet are organized in two polar clusters of

synsets, which each focal synset (the head adjective) link-
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5.1 Regularized Least-Squares Classification

Regularized Least-Squares Classification (Rifkin, 2002)
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there are a great number of target classes and a fixed set

of source observations. It is related to the Support Vector

Machine (Vapnik, 1998) in that they are both instances

of Tikhonov regularization (Evgeniou et al., 2000), but

whereas training a Support Vector Machine requires the

solution of a constrained quadratic programming prob-

lem, training RLSC only requires solving a single system

of linear equations. Recent work (Fung and Mangasar-

ian, 2001), (Rifkin, 2002) has shown that the accuracy of

RLSC is essentially identical to that of SVMs.

We arrange our observations in a Gram matrix K,
where Kij ≡ Kf (xi, xj) using the kernel function Kf .

Kf (x1, x2) is a generalized dot product (in a Reproduc-
ing Kernel Hilbert Space (Aronszajn, 1950)) between xi

and xj. We use the Gaussian kernel

Kf (x1, x2) = e−
(|x1−x2|)2

σ2 (1)

where σ is a parameter we keep at 0.5.
Then, training an RLSC system consists of solving the

system of linear equations

(K +
I

C
)c = y, (2)

where C is a user-supplied regularization constant. The

resulting real-valued classification function f is

f(x) =
!∑

i=1

ciK(x, xi). (3)

The crucial property of RLSC is that if we store the in-

verse matrix (K+ I
C )−1, then for a new right-hand side y,

we can compute the new c via a simple matrix multipli-
cation. This allows us to compute new classifiers (after

arranging the data and storing it in memory) on the fly

with simple matrix multiplications.

5.2 Evaluation for a “Query-by-Description” Task

To evaluate our connection-finding system, we compute

the weighted precision P (at) of predicting the label t for
audio derived features of artist a. We train a new ct for

each term t against the training set. ft(x) for the test set
is computed over each audio-derived observation frame

x and term t. If the sign of ft(x) is the same as our
supposed ‘ground truth’ for that {artist, t}, (i.e. did the
audio frame for an artist correctly resolve to a known de-

scriptive term?) we consider the prediction successful.

Due to the bias problem mentioned earlier, the evaluation

is then computed on the test set by computing a ‘weighted

precision’: where P (ap) indicates overall positive accu-
racy (given an audio-derived observation, the probabil-

ity that a positive association to a term is predicted) and
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Figure 3: Overview of our parameter grounding method.
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P (an) indicates overall negative accuracy, P (a) is de-
fined as P (ap)P (an), which should remain significant
even in the face of extreme negative output class bias.

Now we sort the list of P (at) and set an arbitrary
threshold ε. In our implementation, we use ε = 0.1. Any
P (at) greater than ε is considered ‘grounded.’ In this
manner we can use training accuracy to throw away badly

scoring classes and then figure out which were incorrect

or unimportant.
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the ‘synset’, a group of synonymous words that may re-

place each other in some linguistic context. The mean-

ing of a synset is captured by its lexical relations, such

as hyponymy, meronymy, or antonymy, to other synsets.

WordNet has a large community of users and various

APIs for accessing the information automatically. Ad-

jectives in WordNet are organized in two polar clusters of

synsets, which each focal synset (the head adjective) link-

ing to some antonym adjective. The intended belief is that

ment RLSC we investigated two short-circuit paths for a large-scale implementation,
as well as a method of estimating the kernel parameter σ. In our case we fully solve the
system of equations, we should note that there exist ways of iteratively optimizing the
RLSC inversion using conjugate gradient methods [33].

Cholesky Decomposition

The Cholesky decomposition [33] is a well known method of matrix factorization
meant as a front end to full inversion. It allows inversions of positive definite matrices
to be computed in half the operations over Gaussian elimination, and in implemen-
tation only requires the lower triangle of the matrix to be stored. The inverse of the
kernel matrix K (which by definition is symmetric positive semidefinite, the I

C term
makes it fully definite) is

K−1 = (LLT)−1 (5.22)

where L was derived from the Cholesky decomposition. There are highly tuned algo-
rithms for both computing the Cholesky decomposition in place on a lower-triangular
matrix and also the inverse of the Cholesky factorization available in LAPACK [6].

In our implementations, we use the single precision LAPACK Cholesky (SPPTRF) and
inverse (SPPTRI) on a packed lower triangular matrix. This halves the memory con-
straints (only !2

2 4-byte floats are stored and is roughly twice as fast as a full inversion.

Parallel RLSC

Our work is computed on a cluster of machines, each with two processors. RLSC solv-
ing is both memory and processor bound, so the collection of multiple machines, each
with their own memory subsystems, is a boon to solving very large RLSC problems.
To solve a ‘parallel RLSC’ problem with split our observation space in " into t slices, in
which the kernel evaluations are all only among their own slice. For example, instead
of having an (currently infeasible) 50,000 × 50,000 matrix (5 gigabytes) we partition
the data among 10 processors randomly, and each node in t receives an observation
space of " = 5000. This randomized subsampling is a ‘curse of dimensionality’ fix for
the observation space and increases accuracy over the small single node results in an
artist identification task.

Auto-aux Mode

The variance parameter σ in the gaussian kernel (Equation 5.7) is often an important
optimization in the learning process. σ needs to reflect the scale of the data, and is
normally set to σ = 0.5 if the data has been pre-normalized. But in our task we com-
bine features from different sources and we’ve found that normalization has a harmful
effect on testing accuracy. To that end, we created a quick heuristic estimation of σ,
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◆ Creating the kernel K:

             is easily parallelizable or vectorized

◆ On a single 4GB machine, l < 40,000 (  (l*(l+1))/2)*4 bytes ) = 3.2GB
Accuracy of the classifier increases as l goes up
Random subsampling on obs. space over each node 
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Good terms Bad terms

Electronic 33% Annoying 0%

Digital 29% Dangerous 0%

Gloomy 29% Fictional 0%

Unplugged 30% Magnetic 0%

Acoustic 23% Pretentious 1%

Dark 17% Gator 0%

Female 32% Breaky 0%

Romantic 23% Sexy 1%

Vocal 18% Wicked 0%

Happy 13% Lyrical 0%

Classical 27% Worldwide 2%

Baseline = 0.14%

[Whitman and Ri.in 2002]

◆ Collect all terms through CM as ground truth against corresponding 
artist feature space -- artist (broad) level!
◆ Evaluation: on a held out test set of audio (with known labels), how well 
does each classifier predict its label? 
◆ In evaluation model, bias is countered: Accuracy of positive association 
times accuracy of negative association = “P(a) overall accuracy”
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This measures the distance of the classifier away from a

degenerate distribution; we note that it is also the mu-

tual information (in bits, if the logs are taken in base 2)

between the classifier outputs and the ground truth labels

they attempt to predict.

Table 2 gives a selected list of well-performing term

models. Given the difficulty of the task we are encour-

aged by the results. Not only do the results give us term

models for audio, they also give us insight into which

terms and description work better for music understand-

ing. These terms give us high semantic leverage without

experimenter bias: the terms and performance were cho-

sen automatically instead of from a list of genres.

7.3. Automatic review generation

The multiplication of the term model c against the testing
gram matrix returns a single value indicating that term’s

relevance to each time frame. This can be used in re-

view generation as a confidence metric, perhaps setting a

threshold to only allow high confidence terms. The vector

of term and confidence values for a piece of audio can also

be fed into other similarity and learning tasks, or even a

natural language generation system: one unexplored pos-

sibility for review generation is to borrow fully-formed

sentences from actual reviews that use some amount of

terms predicted by the term models and form coherent

paragraphs of reviews from this generic source data. Work

in language generation and summarization is outside the

scope of this article but the results for the term prediction

task and the below review trimming task are promising for

these future directions.

One major caveat of our review learning model is its

time insensitivity. Although the feature space embeds time

at different levels, there is no model of intra-song changes

of term description (a loud song getting soft, for example)

and each frame in an album is labeled the same during

training. We are currently working on better models of

time representation in the learning task. Unfortunately,

the ground truth in the task is only at the album level and

we are also considering techniques to learn finer-grained

models from a large set of broad ones.

adj Term K-L bits np Term K-L bits

aggressive 0.0034 reverb 0.0064

softer 0.0030 the noise 0.0051

synthetic 0.0029 new wave 0.0039

punk 0.0024 elvis costello 0.0036

sleepy 0.0022 the mud 0.0032

funky 0.0020 his guitar 0.0029

noisy 0.0020 guitar bass and drums 0.0027

angular 0.0016 instrumentals 0.0021

acoustic 0.0015 melancholy 0.0020

romantic 0.0014 three chords 0.0019

Table 2. Selected top-performing models of adjective and

noun phrase terms used to predict new reviews of music

with their corresponding bits of information from the K-L

distance measure.

7.4. Review Regularization

Many problems of non-musical text and opinion or per-

sonal terms get in the way of full review understanding. A

similarity measure trained on the frequencies of terms in a

user-submitted review would likely be tripped up by obvi-

ously biased statements like “This record is awful” or “My

mother loves this album.” We look to the success of our

grounded term models for insights into the musicality of

description and develop a ‘review trimming’ system that

summarizes reviews and retains only the most descriptive

content. The trimmed reviews can then be fed into fur-

ther textual understanding systems or read directly by the

listener.

To trim a review we create a grounding sum term oper-

ated on a sentence s of word length n,

g(s) =
∑n

i=0 P (ai)
n

(4)

where a perfectly grounded sentence (in which the predic-

tive qualities of each term on new music has 100% preci-

sion) is 100%. This upper bound is virtually impossible in

a grammatically correct sentence, and we usually see g(s)
of {0.1% .. 10%}. The user sets a threshold and the sys-
tem simply removes sentences under the threshold. See

Table 3 for example sentences and their g(s). We see that
the rate of sentence recall (howmuch of the review is kept)

varies widely between the two review sources; AMG’s re-

views have naturally more musical content. See Figure 4

for recall rates at different thresholds of g(s).

7.5. Rating Regression

Lastly we consider the explicit rating categories provided

in the review to see if they can be related directly to the

audio, or indeed to each other. Our first intuition is that

learning a numerical rating from audio is a fruitless task as

the ratings frequently reflect more information from out-

side the signal than anything observable in the waveforms.

The public’s perception of music will change, and as a re-

sult reviews of a record made only a few months apart

might wildly differ. In Figure 1 we see that correlation

of ratings between AMG and Pitchfork is generally low

[Whitman and Ellis 2004]
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To trim a review we create a grounding sum term oper-

ated on a sentence s of word length n,
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where a perfectly grounded sentence (in which the predic-

tive qualities of each term on new music has 100% preci-

sion) is 100%. This upper bound is virtually impossible in

a grammatically correct sentence, and we usually see g(s)
of {0.1% .. 10%}. The user sets a threshold and the sys-
tem simply removes sentences under the threshold. See

Table 3 for example sentences and their g(s). We see that
the rate of sentence recall (howmuch of the review is kept)

varies widely between the two review sources; AMG’s re-

views have naturally more musical content. See Figure 4

for recall rates at different thresholds of g(s).

7.5. Rating Regression

Lastly we consider the explicit rating categories provided

in the review to see if they can be related directly to the

audio, or indeed to each other. Our first intuition is that

learning a numerical rating from audio is a fruitless task as

the ratings frequently reflect more information from out-

side the signal than anything observable in the waveforms.

The public’s perception of music will change, and as a re-

sult reviews of a record made only a few months apart

might wildly differ. In Figure 1 we see that correlation

of ratings between AMG and Pitchfork is generally low

Training an RLSC system consists of solving the sys-

tem of linear equations

(K +
I

C
)c = y, (2)

whereK is the kernel matrix, c is a classifier ‘machine,’ y
is the truth value, and C is a user-supplied regularization

constant which we keep at 10. 1 The crucial property of

RLSC for this task is that if we store the inverse matrix

(K + I
C )−1, then for a new right-hand side y (i.e. a new

set of truth term values we are trying to predict), we can

compute the new classifier c via a simple matrix multipli-
cation. Thus, RLSC is very well-suited to problems of this

scale with a fixed set of training observations and a large

number of target classes, some of which might be defined

after the initial analysis of the training points.

To compute a set of term classifiers for audio observa-

tions (i.e. given an audio frame, which terms are associ-

ated and with what magnitude?) we form a kernel-space

gram matrix from our Penny features, add the regulariza-

tion constant, and invert. We then multiply the resultant

matrix by a set of ‘term truth vectors’ derived from the

training data. These are vectors with one value for each

of the examples in the training kernel matrix, representing

the salience (from the TF-IDF computation) of that term

to that audio frame. 2 This multiplication creates a ‘ma-

chine’ c which can then be applied to the test examples
for evaluation.

7. EXPERIMENTS

We conducted a set of experiments, first testing our feature

extraction and learning algorithms’ capability to general-

ize a review for a new piece of music, then using the pre-

cision of each term model to cull non-musical (unground-

able) phrases and sentences from reviews, and lastly try-

ing to learn the relationship between audio and review rat-

ing. Each task runs up against the problem of ground

truth: our models are trained to predict very subjective

information described only through our own data. We

discuss each experiment below with directions into future

work.

7.1. Learning Results

To generate reviews automatically from audio we must

first learn a model of the audio-to-term relations. We ex-

tract textual features from reviews for noun phrase and

adjective types as above and then compute the Penny fea-

ture space on our set of 600 albums, choosing four songs

at random from each. (We start with MP3 audio and con-

vert to mono and downsample to 11 kHz.) We use the

1 We arrived at 0.5 for σ and 10 for C after experimenting with the

Penny features’ performance on an artist identification task, a similar

music-IR problem with better ground truth.
2 We treat all audio frames derived from an album the same in this

manner. If a review claims that “The third track is slow and plodding”

this causes every frame of audio derived from that album to be consid-

ered slow and plodding.

lowest two modulation frequency bins of the Penny fea-

ture across all cepstra for a feature dimension of 26. We

use a 10 Hz feature framerate that is then downsampled to

1 Hz. We split the albums into testing and training, with

half of the albums in each. Using the RLSC method de-

scribed above we compute the gram matrix on the training

data and then invert, creating a new c for each term in our
review corpus.

7.2. Evaluation of Predicted Terms

To evaluate the models on new albums we compute the

testing gram matrix and check each learned c against each
audio frame in the test set.

We used two separate evaluation techniques to show

the strength of our term predictions. One metric is to mea-

sure classifier performance with the recall product P (a):
if P (ap) is the overall positive accuracy (i.e. given an
audio frame, the probability that a positive association

to a term is predicted) and P (an) indicates overall nega-
tive accuracy, P (a) is defined as P (ap)P (an). This mea-
sure gives us a tangible feeling for how our term mod-

els are working against the held out test set and is use-

ful for grounded term prediction and the review trimming

experiment below. However, to rigorously evaluate our

term model’s performance in a review generation task, we

note that this value has an undesirable dependence on the

prior probability of each label and rewards term classi-

fiers with a very high natural df , often by chance. Instead,
for this task we use a model of relative entropy, using the

Kullback-Leibler (K-L) distance to a random-guess prob-

ability distribution.

We use the K-L distance in a two-class problem de-

scribed by the four trial counts in a confusion matrix:

“funky” “not funky”

funky a b
not funky c d

a indicates the number of frames in which a term classi-

fier positively agrees with the truth value (both classifier

and truth say a frame is ‘funky,’ for example). b indicates
the number of frames in which the term classifier indi-

cates a negative term association but the truth value indi-

cates a positive association (the classifier says a frame is

not ‘funky,’ but truth says it is). The value c is the amount
of frames the term classifier predicts a positive association

but the truth is negative, and the value of d is the amount of
frames the term classifier and truth agree to be a negative

association. We wish to maximize a and d as correct clas-
sifications; by contrast, random guessing by the classifier

would give the same ratio of classifier labels regardless of

ground truth i.e. a/b ≈ c/d. WithN = a + b + c + d, the
K-L distance between the observed distribution and such
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where× is a per-element multiply. The divergence measure here is found to be nonin-
creasing given the following two update rules:

H = H× WT · V
W·H

WT · 1 (6.6)

W = W ×
V

W·H · HT

1 · HT
(6.7)

where 1 is a m× n matrix of all 1.

6.2.6 Evaluation using Artist Identification

We use an artist identification problem to evaluate different dimensionality reduction
methods. Artist ID [82] [12] is a well-defined problem with obvious ground truth
and requires a representation and learning algorithm that can capture a high level of
musical information. Artist ID problems are usually formed as multi-class problems
with a high number of output classes; as a result they benefit from dimensionality
reduction steps that reduce noise in the input space. There are two known problems
with artist ID that we are trying to minimize with this new technique:

• “The Producer Effect” (aka “The Album Effect”): an artist ID classifier might
learn the production (EQ, compression, sound field) rather than the actual mu-
sic.

• “Madonna Problem:” artists change over time. 1985 Madonna is not 2004 Madonna,
but she’s still Madonna. Which features actually define an artist?

To evaluate artist ID, we start with a set of artist and split it into two subsets: half of
the artists for the basis extraction and half of the artists for the artist ID task. Each
artist was represented by five songs worth of material chosen randomly (across albums
if available.) We compute a feature vector space on the entire music set, in practice we
use Penny (Section 3.2.3) and for invertibility we use the PSD at 0.2 Hz, 512 points.

We choose r = 10, and compute the PCA on the basis extraction set. We store only the
transform weight matrix PCAw. We also compute the NMF in the same manner (over
5,000 iterations) and store its NMFw. We then compute the semantic classifiers. We
subdivide the basis extraction set into two smaller sets of artists (training and testing)
since labels are tied at the artist level, and use the community to get the set of P (a)t.
After performing the RLSC step (with C = 10 and σ = 0.5) we evaluate against the
basis extraction test set and retain the top 10 from our sorted list of ct classifiers.

We then apply the stored PCAw and NMFw to the set used for the artist ID task.
Each process creates an observation matrix of r = 10. To obtain the semantic reduc-
tion, we evaluate each point in our artist set against the stored ct, returning r = 10
scalar values for each classifier. (Note that we do not need to label the artist ID dataset
with description after learning the decompositions on other data.) We arrange these
results in a row and treat the results as a r = 10 observation matrix.
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w of a matrix A when Aw = λw. (λ are the eigenvalues: λ is an eigenvalue if and
only if det(A− λI) = 0.)

We use the singular value decomposition (SVD) [33] to compute the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues:

A = UΣVT (6.3)

Here, if A is of size m × n, U is the left singular matrix composed of the singular
vectors of size m × n, V is the right singular matrix matrix of size n × n, and Σ is
a diagonal matrix of the singular values σk. The highest singular value will be in the
upper left of the diagonal matrix Σ and in descending order from the top-left. For
the covariance matrix input of AAT , U and VT will be equivalent for the non-zero
eigenvalued vectors. To reduce rank of the observation matrix A we simply choose the
top r vectors of U and the top r singular values in Σ.

To compute a weight matrix w from the decomposition we multiply our (cropped)
eigenvectors by a scaled version of our (cropped) singular values: [74]

w =
√

Σ−1UT (6.4)

This w will now be of size r ×m. To project your original data (or new data) through
the weight matrix you simply multiply w by A, resulting in a whitened and rank re-
duced matrix f of size r×n. To ‘resynthesize’ rank reduced matrices projected through
w you first compute w−1 and multiply this new iw by f .

The intuition behind PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of an observation set; by
ordering the eigenvectors needed to regenerate the matrix and ‘trimming’ only the top
r, the experimenter can choose the rate of lossy compression. The compression is
achieved through analysis of the correlated dimensions so that dimensions that move
in the same direction are minimized. Geometrically, the SVD (and, by extension, PCA)
is explained as the top r best rotations of your input data space so that variance between
the dimensions are maximized.

6.2.5 NMF

Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [44] is a matrix decomposition that enforces
a positivity constraint on the bases. Given a positive input matrix V of size m × n, it
is factorized into two matrices W of size m × r and H of size r × n, where r ≤ m.
The error of 〈W· H〉 ≈ V is minimized. The advantage of the NMF decomposition
is that both H and W are non-negative, which is thought to force the decomposition
to consider ‘parts’ in the observation space. Many applications of NMF have been
proposed, including face analysis [43] and polyphonic music transcription [75]. The
distance or divergence between V and 〈W· H〉 can be measured by

D(V ‖W · H) = ‖V × log(
V

W · H )−V + W · H‖ (6.5)
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a) b)

Figure 1: a) Reference points on the head models which were used for 3-D morphing and
automatic extraction of facial components. b) Examples of synthetic faces.

5 Combining Components

An overview of our two-level component-based classifier is shown in Fig. 2. On the first
level the component classifiers independently detect components of the face. Each classi-
fier was trained on a set of facial components and on a set of non-face patterns generated
from the training set described in Section 4. On the second level the combination classi-
fier performs the detection of the face based on the outputs of the component classifiers.
The maximum real-valued outputs of each component classifier within rectangular search
regions around the expected positions of the components are used as inputs to the combina-
tion classifier. The size of the search regions was estimated from the mean and the standard
deviation of the locations of the components in the training images. The maximum op-
eration is performed both during training and at run-time. Interestingly it turns out to be
similar to the key pooling mechanism postulated in a recent model of object recognition in
the visual cortex [8]. We also provide the combination classifier with the precise positions
of the detected components relative to the upper left corner of the 58 58 window. Overall
we have three values per component classifier that are propagated to the combination clas-
sifier: the maximum output of the component classifier and the - image coordinates of
the maximum.

3. For each component k,
determine its maximum
output within a search
region and its location:
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Figure 2: System overview of the component-based classifier.
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ABSTRACT

Audio understanding and classification tasks are often aided by a

reduced dimensionality representation of the source observations.

For example, a supervised learning system trained to detect the

genre or artist of a piece of music performs better if the input

nodes are statistically de-correlated, either to prevent overfitting in

the learning process or to ‘anchor’ similar observations to cluster

centroids in the observation space. We provide an alternate ap-

proach that decomposes audio observations of music into seman-

tically significant dimensions where each resultant dimension cor-

responds to the perceived meaning of the audio, and only the most

significant meanings (those which are most effective in describ-

ing music audio) are kept. We show a fundamentally unsupervised

method to automatically obtain this decomposition and compare

its performance in a music understanding task against statistical

de-correlation approaches such as PCA and non-negative matrix

factorization (NMF).

1. INTRODUCTION

Music is unlike most audio due to its strong descriptive compo-

sition. Any given artist will have thousands of pages of descrip-

tion, opinion, and cultural backstory which is usually integral to

fully understanding the content. However, most music retrieval

and classification systems treat music audio as statistical observa-

tions, ignoring any sense of its meaning– the oftentimes cultural

component of music that separates it from sound. We aim to con-

nect current statistical de-correlation techniques currently helpful

in increasing the accuracy of music classifiers with the semantics

of music, in effect creating a set of ‘semantic basis functions’ that

can decompose new music audio into a compact representation

that retains a maximal link from meaning to perception.

Our system automatically generates an ordered list of audio

observation-to-term classifiers from internet description of artists

that can be used for future decomposition of music audio. We show

in this paper that these functions retain more information about

the underlying music than other popular statistical de-correlation

approaches evaluated in a music understanding task. As an added

benefit, they provide human-readable labels on each weight for

future use in clean interfaces to music retrieval.

2. BACKGROUND

This work is based on current research in linking meaning to per-

ception in music. In [1] we evaluate such a system in a query-by-

description task, linking adjective terms collated from the internet

against a frame-based audio representation. In [2] we extend the
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Figure 1: Comparison of the top five bases for each type of de-

composition, trained from a set of five second power spectral den-

sity frames. The PCA weights aim to maximize variance, the

NMF weights try to find separable additive parts, and the semantic

weights map the best possible labels to the generalized observa-

tions.

model to parameter spaces such as “loud...quiet” and “high...low.”

Similar work in audio such as [3] takes a more supervised ap-

proach, learning hierarchies of description from labeled descrip-

tions of sound samples.

Related work in [4] performs a similar semantic decomposi-

tion of music audio, using genre terms provided by the artist plus

two terms provided by the authors as ‘anchors’. They found better

results with the anchors in place on an artist detection task. We

provide here a view of anchor models that are automatically de-

rived with the maximal semantic attachment in place. As well,

we look towards simpler, more primitive labels such as ‘loud’

and ‘funky’ rather than complex (and often marketing-influenced)

genre tags like ‘Rock/Pop.’

We compare our semantic decomposition against commonly-

used statistical approaches to rank reduction such as principal com-

ponents analysis (PCA) (based on the singular value decomposi-

tion [5]) and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [6]. NMF

performs a similar decomposition as PCA but constrains its bases

to be positive in an attempt to mimic “part-finding” in observa-

tions. We find that noisy audio observations fare better with PCA,

but highly harmonic musical content (such as piano solo pieces)
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Figure 3: Confusion matrices for the four experiments. Top: no

dimensionality reduction and PCA with r = 10. Bottom: NMF
with r = 10 and semantic rank reduction with r = 10. Lighter
points indicate that the examples from artists on the x-axis were

thought to be by artists on the y-axis.

training across the board, with perhaps the NMF hurting the accu-

racy versus not having an reduced rank representation at all. For

the test case, results widely vary. PCA shows a slight edge over no

reduction in the per-observation metric while NMF appears to hurt

accuracy. We believe the NMF step is not a good fit for noisy au-

dio observations where data is specifically not harmonic and easily

separable. However, the semantic rank reduction step appears to

do a good job in clustering the observations into a low dimension-

ality. It far exceeds the accuracy of a PCA pre-processing step

and proves to be better than not doing any rank-reduction at all.

Clearly the semantic reduction is ‘forcing’ the artist classifier to

consider meaningful spectral characteristics not obviously present

from statistical analyses.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We show that paying attention to semantic content allows mu-

sic understanding systems to better grasp noisy acoustic input.

Through a completely autonomous and unsupervised method we

provide a way to capture the maximal semantic attachment to in-

coming audio perception and rank reduce observations while main-

taining most of the important musical information.

Our next steps involve a better audio representation to learn

against the description vectors, better text crawling and noise re-

duction methods, and other tests of music understanding tasks us-

ing this reduced representation. We are interested in obtaining the

optimal semantic reduction classifiers with a better termmodel and

machine listening representation over a very large set of music.
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Semantic Basis Functions

Good terms
Electronic 33%

Digital 29%
Gloomy 29%
Unplugged 30%
Acoustic 23%

Dark 17%
Female 32%
Romantic 23%

Vocal 18%
Happy 13%

Classical 27%

sorted class P(a) outputs

Experimenter chooses r

New audio is represented as the 
prediction community reaction to 
the signal:

“Electronic” 0.45

“Digital” 0.21

“Gloomy” -0.12

“Unplugged” -0.45

“Acoustic” 0.84



Evaluation

Artist ID: rare true ground truth in music-IR!

Test: of a set of c artists / classes, with training data for each, how 
many of a set of n songs can be placed in the right class in testing?

◆ Album effect
 - Learning producers instead of musical content
◆ Time-aware
� - “Madonna” problem
◆ Data density / overfitting
 - Sensitive to rate of feature, amount of data per class
◆ Features or learning?
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Figure 7-3: Top terms for community metadata vectors associated with the image
at left.

informed by the probabilities p(i) of each symbol i in X . More ‘surprising’ symbols
in a message need more bits to encode as they are less often seen. This equation com-
monly gives a upper bound for compression ratios and is often studied from an artistic
standpoint. [54] In this model, the signal contains all the information: its significance
is defined by its self-similarity and redundancy, a very absolutist view. However, we in-
tend instead to consider the meaning of those bits, and by working with other domains,
different packing schemes, and methods for synthesizing new data from these signifi-
cantly semantically-attached representations we hope to bring meaning back into the
notion of information.

7.2.1 Images and Video

Low Term Type Accuracy
antiquarian adj 0%
boston np 0%
library np 0%
analytical adj 0%
disclaimer np 0%
generation np 0%

High Term Type Accuracy
sea np 20%
pure adj 18.7%
pacific adj 17.1%
cloudy adj 17.1%
air np 17.1%
colorful adj 11.1%

Table 7.1: Selected high- and low-scoring terms for an image description task.

Although our work has concentrated on music, we are very interested in other do-
mains, especially images and video, as the models fit cleanly and have a more direct use.
A query-by-description front end for image retrieval is a strong inspirational dream,
and with the help of an already excited community, it appears the time is right to be-
gin a large scale evaluation of the possibilities. In Table 7.1 and Figure 7-3 we point
to our first try at performing the same meaning recognition on images using unstruc-
tured webtext. Our approach is similar to Barnard et al in [8], however, whereas they
required hand-labeled single-term images, we would like to work from the free text
surrounding an image.
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Sentence g(s)
The drums that kick in midway are also decidedly more similar to Air’s previous work. 3.170%

But at first, it’s all Beck: a harmonica solo, folky acoustic strumming, Beck’s distinctive, marble-mouthed vocals, and tolls ringing in

the background.

2.257%

But with lines such as, ”We need to use envelope filters/ To say how we feel,” the track is also an oddly beautiful lament. 2.186%

The beat, meanwhile, is cut from the exact same mold as The Virgin Suicides– from the dark, ambling pace all the way down to the

angelic voices coalescing in the background.

1.361%

After listing off his feelings, the male computerized voice receives an abrupt retort from a female computerized voice: ”Well, I really

think you should quit smoking.”

0.584%

I wouldn’t say she was a lost cause, but my girlfriend needed a music doctor like I needed, well, a girlfriend. 0.449%

She’s taken to the Pixies, and I’ve taken to, um, lots of sex. 0.304%

Needless to say, we became well acquainted with the album, which both of us were already fond of to begin with. 0.298%

Table 3. Selected sentences and their g(s) in a review trimming experiment. From Pitchfork’s review of Air’s “10,000
Hz Legend.”
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Figure 4. Review recall rates at different g(s) thresholds.

with a correlation coefficient of r = 0.264 (where a ran-
dom pairing of ratings over multiple simulations gives us

a coefficient of 0.071 with 95% confidence.)
Although we assume there is no single overall set of

record ratings that would satisfy both communities, we do

believe AMG and Pitchfork represent two distinct sets of

“collective opinion” that might be successfully modeled

one at a time. A user model might indicate which com-

munity they ‘trust’ more, and significance could then be

extracted only from that community. The experiment then

becomes a test to learn each reviewing community’s rat-

ings, and to see if each site maintains consistency in their

scores.

We use our Penny features again computed on frames

of audio derived from the albums in the same manner as

our review learning experiment. We treat the problem as

a multi-dimensional regression model, and we use a sup-

port vector machine classifier to perform the regression.

We use the same album split for testing and training as

above, and train each frame of audio against the rating

(scaled to 0..1). We then evaluate the model against the

test set and compute the correlation coefficient against the

actual rating. The AMG model did well with a correla-

tion coefficient of r = 0.147. Through empirical simu-

lation we established that a random association of these

two datasets gives a correlation coefficient of magnitude

smaller than r = 0.080 with 95% confidence. Thus, these
results indicate a very significant correlation between the

automatic and ground-truth ratings.

The Pitchfork model did not fare as well with r =
0.127 (baseline of r = 0.082 with 95% confidence.) Fig-

ure 1 shows the scatter plot/histograms for each experi-

ment; we see that the audio predictions are mainly bunched

around the mean of the ground truth ratings and have a

much smaller variance. Visually, it is hard to judge how

well the review information has been captured. However,

the correlation values demonstrate that the automatic anal-

ysis is indeed finding and exploiting informative features.

While our results in the rating regression experiment

were less than excellent we consider better community

modeling part of future work. Within a community of

music listeners the correlation of opinions of albums will

be higher and we could identify and tune models to each

community.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We are using reviews and general text descriptions, much

as human listeners do, to move beyond the impoverished

labels of genres and styles which are ill-defined and not

generalizable. Human description is a far richer source of

target classes and clusters than marketing tags which can

have almost no relationship to audio content. By identi-

fying communities of music preference and then learning

the language of music we hope to build scalable models

of music understanding. Review analysis represents one

source of information for such systems, and in this article

we have shown analysis frameworks and results on learn-

ing the crucial relation between review texts and the music

they describe.
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random guessing is:

KL =
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(3)

This measures the distance of the classifier away from a

degenerate distribution; we note that it is also the mu-

tual information (in bits, if the logs are taken in base 2)

between the classifier outputs and the ground truth labels

they attempt to predict.

Table 2 gives a selected list of well-performing term

models. Given the difficulty of the task we are encour-

aged by the results. Not only do the results give us term

models for audio, they also give us insight into which

terms and description work better for music understand-

ing. These terms give us high semantic leverage without

experimenter bias: the terms and performance were cho-

sen automatically instead of from a list of genres.

7.3. Automatic review generation

The multiplication of the term model c against the testing
gram matrix returns a single value indicating that term’s

relevance to each time frame. This can be used in re-

view generation as a confidence metric, perhaps setting a

threshold to only allow high confidence terms. The vector

of term and confidence values for a piece of audio can also

be fed into other similarity and learning tasks, or even a

natural language generation system: one unexplored pos-

sibility for review generation is to borrow fully-formed

sentences from actual reviews that use some amount of

terms predicted by the term models and form coherent

paragraphs of reviews from this generic source data. Work

in language generation and summarization is outside the

scope of this article but the results for the term prediction

task and the below review trimming task are promising for

these future directions.

One major caveat of our review learning model is its

time insensitivity. Although the feature space embeds time

at different levels, there is no model of intra-song changes

of term description (a loud song getting soft, for example)

and each frame in an album is labeled the same during

training. We are currently working on better models of

time representation in the learning task. Unfortunately,

the ground truth in the task is only at the album level and

we are also considering techniques to learn finer-grained

models from a large set of broad ones.

adj Term K-L bits np Term K-L bits

aggressive 0.0034 reverb 0.0064

softer 0.0030 the noise 0.0051

synthetic 0.0029 new wave 0.0039

punk 0.0024 elvis costello 0.0036

sleepy 0.0022 the mud 0.0032

funky 0.0020 his guitar 0.0029

noisy 0.0020 guitar bass and drums 0.0027

angular 0.0016 instrumentals 0.0021

acoustic 0.0015 melancholy 0.0020

romantic 0.0014 three chords 0.0019

Table 2. Selected top-performing models of adjective and

noun phrase terms used to predict new reviews of music

with their corresponding bits of information from the K-L

distance measure.

7.4. Review Regularization

Many problems of non-musical text and opinion or per-

sonal terms get in the way of full review understanding. A

similarity measure trained on the frequencies of terms in a

user-submitted review would likely be tripped up by obvi-

ously biased statements like “This record is awful” or “My

mother loves this album.” We look to the success of our

grounded term models for insights into the musicality of

description and develop a ‘review trimming’ system that

summarizes reviews and retains only the most descriptive

content. The trimmed reviews can then be fed into fur-

ther textual understanding systems or read directly by the

listener.

To trim a review we create a grounding sum term oper-

ated on a sentence s of word length n,

g(s) =
∑n

i=0 P (ai)
n

(4)

where a perfectly grounded sentence (in which the predic-

tive qualities of each term on new music has 100% preci-

sion) is 100%. This upper bound is virtually impossible in

a grammatically correct sentence, and we usually see g(s)
of {0.1% .. 10%}. The user sets a threshold and the sys-
tem simply removes sentences under the threshold. See

Table 3 for example sentences and their g(s). We see that
the rate of sentence recall (howmuch of the review is kept)

varies widely between the two review sources; AMG’s re-

views have naturally more musical content. See Figure 4

for recall rates at different thresholds of g(s).

7.5. Rating Regression

Lastly we consider the explicit rating categories provided

in the review to see if they can be related directly to the

audio, or indeed to each other. Our first intuition is that

learning a numerical rating from audio is a fruitless task as

the ratings frequently reflect more information from out-

side the signal than anything observable in the waveforms.

The public’s perception of music will change, and as a re-

sult reviews of a record made only a few months apart

might wildly differ. In Figure 1 we see that correlation

of ratings between AMG and Pitchfork is generally low

Training an RLSC system consists of solving the sys-

tem of linear equations

(K +
I

C
)c = y, (2)

whereK is the kernel matrix, c is a classifier ‘machine,’ y
is the truth value, and C is a user-supplied regularization

constant which we keep at 10. 1 The crucial property of

RLSC for this task is that if we store the inverse matrix

(K + I
C )−1, then for a new right-hand side y (i.e. a new

set of truth term values we are trying to predict), we can

compute the new classifier c via a simple matrix multipli-
cation. Thus, RLSC is very well-suited to problems of this

scale with a fixed set of training observations and a large

number of target classes, some of which might be defined

after the initial analysis of the training points.

To compute a set of term classifiers for audio observa-

tions (i.e. given an audio frame, which terms are associ-

ated and with what magnitude?) we form a kernel-space

gram matrix from our Penny features, add the regulariza-

tion constant, and invert. We then multiply the resultant

matrix by a set of ‘term truth vectors’ derived from the

training data. These are vectors with one value for each

of the examples in the training kernel matrix, representing

the salience (from the TF-IDF computation) of that term

to that audio frame. 2 This multiplication creates a ‘ma-

chine’ c which can then be applied to the test examples
for evaluation.

7. EXPERIMENTS

We conducted a set of experiments, first testing our feature

extraction and learning algorithms’ capability to general-

ize a review for a new piece of music, then using the pre-

cision of each term model to cull non-musical (unground-

able) phrases and sentences from reviews, and lastly try-

ing to learn the relationship between audio and review rat-

ing. Each task runs up against the problem of ground

truth: our models are trained to predict very subjective

information described only through our own data. We

discuss each experiment below with directions into future

work.

7.1. Learning Results

To generate reviews automatically from audio we must

first learn a model of the audio-to-term relations. We ex-

tract textual features from reviews for noun phrase and

adjective types as above and then compute the Penny fea-

ture space on our set of 600 albums, choosing four songs

at random from each. (We start with MP3 audio and con-

vert to mono and downsample to 11 kHz.) We use the

1 We arrived at 0.5 for σ and 10 for C after experimenting with the

Penny features’ performance on an artist identification task, a similar

music-IR problem with better ground truth.
2 We treat all audio frames derived from an album the same in this

manner. If a review claims that “The third track is slow and plodding”

this causes every frame of audio derived from that album to be consid-

ered slow and plodding.

lowest two modulation frequency bins of the Penny fea-

ture across all cepstra for a feature dimension of 26. We

use a 10 Hz feature framerate that is then downsampled to

1 Hz. We split the albums into testing and training, with

half of the albums in each. Using the RLSC method de-

scribed above we compute the gram matrix on the training

data and then invert, creating a new c for each term in our
review corpus.

7.2. Evaluation of Predicted Terms

To evaluate the models on new albums we compute the

testing gram matrix and check each learned c against each
audio frame in the test set.

We used two separate evaluation techniques to show

the strength of our term predictions. One metric is to mea-

sure classifier performance with the recall product P (a):
if P (ap) is the overall positive accuracy (i.e. given an
audio frame, the probability that a positive association

to a term is predicted) and P (an) indicates overall nega-
tive accuracy, P (a) is defined as P (ap)P (an). This mea-
sure gives us a tangible feeling for how our term mod-

els are working against the held out test set and is use-

ful for grounded term prediction and the review trimming

experiment below. However, to rigorously evaluate our

term model’s performance in a review generation task, we

note that this value has an undesirable dependence on the

prior probability of each label and rewards term classi-

fiers with a very high natural df , often by chance. Instead,
for this task we use a model of relative entropy, using the

Kullback-Leibler (K-L) distance to a random-guess prob-

ability distribution.

We use the K-L distance in a two-class problem de-

scribed by the four trial counts in a confusion matrix:

“funky” “not funky”

funky a b
not funky c d

a indicates the number of frames in which a term classi-

fier positively agrees with the truth value (both classifier

and truth say a frame is ‘funky,’ for example). b indicates
the number of frames in which the term classifier indi-

cates a negative term association but the truth value indi-

cates a positive association (the classifier says a frame is

not ‘funky,’ but truth says it is). The value c is the amount
of frames the term classifier predicts a positive association

but the truth is negative, and the value of d is the amount of
frames the term classifier and truth agree to be a negative

association. We wish to maximize a and d as correct clas-
sifications; by contrast, random guessing by the classifier

would give the same ratio of classifier labels regardless of

ground truth i.e. a/b ≈ c/d. WithN = a + b + c + d, the
K-L distance between the observed distribution and such

random guessing is:

KL =
a

N
log

(
N a

(a + b) (a + c)

)
+

b

N
log

(
N b

(a + b) (b + d)

)
+

c

N
log

(
N c

(a + c) (c + d)

)
+

d

N
log

(
N d

(b + d) (c + d)

)
(3)

This measures the distance of the classifier away from a

degenerate distribution; we note that it is also the mu-

tual information (in bits, if the logs are taken in base 2)

between the classifier outputs and the ground truth labels

they attempt to predict.

Table 2 gives a selected list of well-performing term

models. Given the difficulty of the task we are encour-

aged by the results. Not only do the results give us term

models for audio, they also give us insight into which

terms and description work better for music understand-

ing. These terms give us high semantic leverage without

experimenter bias: the terms and performance were cho-

sen automatically instead of from a list of genres.

7.3. Automatic review generation

The multiplication of the term model c against the testing
gram matrix returns a single value indicating that term’s

relevance to each time frame. This can be used in re-

view generation as a confidence metric, perhaps setting a

threshold to only allow high confidence terms. The vector

of term and confidence values for a piece of audio can also

be fed into other similarity and learning tasks, or even a

natural language generation system: one unexplored pos-

sibility for review generation is to borrow fully-formed

sentences from actual reviews that use some amount of

terms predicted by the term models and form coherent

paragraphs of reviews from this generic source data. Work

in language generation and summarization is outside the

scope of this article but the results for the term prediction

task and the below review trimming task are promising for

these future directions.

One major caveat of our review learning model is its

time insensitivity. Although the feature space embeds time

at different levels, there is no model of intra-song changes

of term description (a loud song getting soft, for example)

and each frame in an album is labeled the same during

training. We are currently working on better models of

time representation in the learning task. Unfortunately,

the ground truth in the task is only at the album level and

we are also considering techniques to learn finer-grained

models from a large set of broad ones.

adj Term K-L bits np Term K-L bits

aggressive 0.0034 reverb 0.0064

softer 0.0030 the noise 0.0051

synthetic 0.0029 new wave 0.0039

punk 0.0024 elvis costello 0.0036

sleepy 0.0022 the mud 0.0032

funky 0.0020 his guitar 0.0029

noisy 0.0020 guitar bass and drums 0.0027

angular 0.0016 instrumentals 0.0021

acoustic 0.0015 melancholy 0.0020

romantic 0.0014 three chords 0.0019

Table 2. Selected top-performing models of adjective and

noun phrase terms used to predict new reviews of music

with their corresponding bits of information from the K-L

distance measure.

7.4. Review Regularization

Many problems of non-musical text and opinion or per-

sonal terms get in the way of full review understanding. A

similarity measure trained on the frequencies of terms in a

user-submitted review would likely be tripped up by obvi-

ously biased statements like “This record is awful” or “My

mother loves this album.” We look to the success of our

grounded term models for insights into the musicality of

description and develop a ‘review trimming’ system that

summarizes reviews and retains only the most descriptive

content. The trimmed reviews can then be fed into fur-

ther textual understanding systems or read directly by the

listener.

To trim a review we create a grounding sum term oper-

ated on a sentence s of word length n,

g(s) =
∑n

i=0 P (ai)
n

(4)

where a perfectly grounded sentence (in which the predic-

tive qualities of each term on new music has 100% preci-

sion) is 100%. This upper bound is virtually impossible in

a grammatically correct sentence, and we usually see g(s)
of {0.1% .. 10%}. The user sets a threshold and the sys-
tem simply removes sentences under the threshold. See

Table 3 for example sentences and their g(s). We see that
the rate of sentence recall (howmuch of the review is kept)

varies widely between the two review sources; AMG’s re-

views have naturally more musical content. See Figure 4

for recall rates at different thresholds of g(s).

7.5. Rating Regression

Lastly we consider the explicit rating categories provided

in the review to see if they can be related directly to the

audio, or indeed to each other. Our first intuition is that

learning a numerical rating from audio is a fruitless task as

the ratings frequently reflect more information from out-

side the signal than anything observable in the waveforms.

The public’s perception of music will change, and as a re-

sult reviews of a record made only a few months apart

might wildly differ. In Figure 1 we see that correlation

of ratings between AMG and Pitchfork is generally low

5.1 Regularized Least-Squares Classification

Regularized Least-Squares Classification (Rifkin, 2002)

allows us to solve ‘severe multi-class’ problems where

there are a great number of target classes and a fixed set

of source observations. It is related to the Support Vector

Machine (Vapnik, 1998) in that they are both instances

of Tikhonov regularization (Evgeniou et al., 2000), but

whereas training a Support Vector Machine requires the

solution of a constrained quadratic programming prob-

lem, training RLSC only requires solving a single system

of linear equations. Recent work (Fung and Mangasar-

ian, 2001), (Rifkin, 2002) has shown that the accuracy of

RLSC is essentially identical to that of SVMs.

We arrange our observations in a Gram matrix K,
where Kij ≡ Kf (xi, xj) using the kernel function Kf .

Kf (x1, x2) is a generalized dot product (in a Reproduc-
ing Kernel Hilbert Space (Aronszajn, 1950)) between xi

and xj. We use the Gaussian kernel

Kf (x1, x2) = e−
(|x1−x2|)2

σ2 (1)

where σ is a parameter we keep at 0.5.
Then, training an RLSC system consists of solving the

system of linear equations

(K +
I

C
)c = y, (2)

where C is a user-supplied regularization constant. The

resulting real-valued classification function f is

f(x) =
!∑

i=1

ciK(x, xi). (3)

The crucial property of RLSC is that if we store the in-

verse matrix (K+ I
C )−1, then for a new right-hand side y,

we can compute the new c via a simple matrix multipli-
cation. This allows us to compute new classifiers (after

arranging the data and storing it in memory) on the fly

with simple matrix multiplications.

5.2 Evaluation for a “Query-by-Description” Task

To evaluate our connection-finding system, we compute

the weighted precision P (at) of predicting the label t for
audio derived features of artist a. We train a new ct for

each term t against the training set. ft(x) for the test set
is computed over each audio-derived observation frame

x and term t. If the sign of ft(x) is the same as our
supposed ‘ground truth’ for that {artist, t}, (i.e. did the
audio frame for an artist correctly resolve to a known de-

scriptive term?) we consider the prediction successful.

Due to the bias problem mentioned earlier, the evaluation

is then computed on the test set by computing a ‘weighted

precision’: where P (ap) indicates overall positive accu-
racy (given an audio-derived observation, the probabil-

ity that a positive association to a term is predicted) and

Perception

Lexical Knowledge BaseDescription by Observation

Figure 3: Overview of our parameter grounding method.

Semantically attached terms are discovered by finding

strong connections to perception. We then ask a ‘pro-

fessional’ in the form of a lexical knowledge base about

antonymial relations. We use those relations to infer gra-

dations in perception.

P (an) indicates overall negative accuracy, P (a) is de-
fined as P (ap)P (an), which should remain significant
even in the face of extreme negative output class bias.

Now we sort the list of P (at) and set an arbitrary
threshold ε. In our implementation, we use ε = 0.1. Any
P (at) greater than ε is considered ‘grounded.’ In this
manner we can use training accuracy to throw away badly

scoring classes and then figure out which were incorrect

or unimportant.

6 Linguistic Experts for Parameter

Discovery

Given a set of ‘grounded’ single terms, we now discuss

our method for uncovering parameter spaces among those

terms and learning the knobs to vary their gradation. Our

model states that certain knowledge is not inferred from

sensory input or intrinsic knowledge but rather by query-

ing a ‘linguistic expert.’ If we hear ‘loud’ audio and we

hear ‘quiet’ audio, we would need to know that those

terms are antonymially related before inferring the gra-

dation space between them.

6.1 WordNet

WordNet (Miller, 1990) is a lexical database hand-

developed by lexicographers. Its main organization is

the ‘synset’, a group of synonymous words that may re-

place each other in some linguistic context. The mean-

ing of a synset is captured by its lexical relations, such

as hyponymy, meronymy, or antonymy, to other synsets.

WordNet has a large community of users and various

APIs for accessing the information automatically. Ad-

jectives in WordNet are organized in two polar clusters of

synsets, which each focal synset (the head adjective) link-

ing to some antonym adjective. The intended belief is that



[June of 44, “Four Great Points”] June of 44's fourth full-length is their most 
experimental effort to date -- fractured melodies and dub-like rhythms collide 
in a noisy atmosphere rich in detail, adorned with violins, trumpet, severe 
phasing effects, and even a typewriter. - Jason Ankeny

 [Arovane, “Tides”] The homeless lady who sits outside the yuppie coffee bar on the corner of my street assures 
passers-by that the end is coming. I think she’s desperate to convey her message. Though the United States is 
saber-rattling with the People’s Republic of China, it seems that everyone has overcome their millennial 
tension, and the eve of destruction has turned to a morning of devil-may-care optimism.

 Collectively, we’re overjoyed that, without much effort or awareness, we kicked the Beasťs ass. The Beast, as 
prophesied by some locust-muncher out in the Negev Desert thousands of years ago, was supposed to arrive 
last year and annihilate us before being mightily smote by our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. I missed this. 
Living as I do in America’s capital, the seat of iniquity and corruption, I should have had ring-side seats to the 
most righteous beatdown of all time. I even missed witnessing the Rapture, the faithfuľs assumption to the 
right hand of God that was suppose to occur just before Satan’s saurian shredded all of creation.... [it goes o% 
like this for a while] - Paul Cooper
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◆ “Human” meaning vs. “Computer” meaning: the junior problem

◆ Target scale
 - Artist vs. album vs. song

◆ Better audio representation

◆ Other multimedia domains

◆ Human evaluation:
 - Community modeling
 - Query by description
 - Similarity / recommendation

Problems and Future
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